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Weekly Sunday School Vocabulary
A resource of PrayerfulLiving.com - compiled by Mark Mohlenbrock

For week of March 2 - 8, 2015
Legend:
[American Heritage] American Heritage
Dictionary of the English Language
[Compact Oxford] Compact Oxford Dictionary
online
[D.com] Dictionary.com
[Easton’s] Easton’s Bible Dictionary
[Gill] New John Gill Exposition of the Entire
Bible
[IP] InfoPlease.com
[ISBE] International Standard Bible
Encyclopedia
[KJD] King James Dictionary [Crosswalk.com]
[MW10th] Merriam Webster’s 10th Edition
[NW1828] Noah Webster’s 1828 Dictionary
[OLQD] OneLook Dictionary (Quick
Definition)
[S&H] Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures by Mary Baker Eddy
[Smith’s] Smith’s Bible Dictionary
[Strong’s] Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance
[Webster 1913] Webster's 1913 Dictionary
[WCD] Wordsmyth Children’s Dictionary
[Wordsmyth] Wordsmyth Online Dictionary

abeyance - (S26 - SH 405:6) - [OLQD]
temporary cessation or suspension
annihilated - (S14 - SH 477:18) - [NW1828]
To reduce to nothing; to destroy the
existence of.
astonied - (B10 - Daniel 3:21) - [NW1828]
Astonished. Obs.
bald imposition - (S31 - SH 99:23) - [Cedars
Camps Met 2005] uncovered deception
begat - (RR - James 1:18) - [D.com] To
procreate, as a father or sire; To produce as
an effect; to cause to exist.
bowels of mercies - (B21 - Colossians 3:12)
- [NW1828] The seat of pity or kindness;
hence, tenderness, compassion, a scriptural
sense.
celestial - (S27 - SH 337:17) - [OLQD]
relating to or inhabiting a divine heaven; of
heaven or the spirit;

charity - (S26 - SH 405:8) - [NW1828] In a general sense, love, benevolence, good will; t
chastity - (S26 - SH 405:7) - [OLQD] abstaining from sexual relations (as because of religious
vows); morality with respect to sexual relations
cognizance - (S6 - SH 258:21) - [NW1828] Knowledge or notice; perception; observation;
consonance - (S19 - SH 168:16) - [NW1828] Agreement; accord; congruity; consistency;
agreeableness; suitableness;
deceit - (S26 - SH 405:8) - [D.com] deliberate and misleading concealment, false declaration;
the quality of being fraudulent; a misleading falsehood; the act of deceiving
discern - (S6 - SH 258:31) - [Wordsmyth] to perceive or make out
elect - (B21 - Colossians 3:12) - [NW1828] chosen as the object of mercy; chosen,
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engrafted - (RR - James 1:21) - [FreeDictionary.com] To plant firmly; establish. to
incorporate in a firm or permanent way.
firstfruits - (RR - James 1:18) - [D.com] The first gathered fruits of a harvest, offered to God
in gratitude. [Strong's] first, beginning, best, chief, choice part.
forbearing - (B21 - Colossians 3:13) - [NW1828] Ceasing; pausing; withholding from action;
exercising patience and indulgence.
glass - (RR - James 1:23) - [Strong's] 2072 - a mirror; the mirrors of the ancients were made,
not of glass, but steel
hosen - (B101 - Daniel 3:21) - [Webster 1913] (archaic) Close-fitting trousers or breeches, as
formerly worn, reaching to the knee.
ideals - (S5 - SH 249:3) - [Wordsmyth] an idea of something in its perfect form or essence.
something or someone that embodies a standard.
longsuffering - (B21 - Colossians 3:12) - [NW1828] Bearing injuries or provocation for a long
time; patient; not easily provoked.
mark - (B2 - Psalm 37:37) - [NW1828] v. To notice; to take particular observation of.
meekness - (B21 - Colossians 3:12) - [NW1828] Softness of temper; mildness; gentleness;
forbearance under injuries and provocations. In an evangelical sense, humility; resignation;
submission to the divine will, without murmuring or peevishness; opposed to pride, arrogance
and refractoriness.
natural face - RR - (James 1:23) - [New International Commentary on the New Testament]
mortal, physical face
nigh - (B13 - Hebrews 7:19) - [NW1828] Near; not distant or remote in place or time.
noble - (S4 - SH 248:29) - [NW1828] 1. Great; elevated; dignified; being above every thing
that can dishonor reputation; 2. Exalted; elevated; sublime. 3. Magnificent; stately; splendid;
nullify - (S15 - SH 161:6) - [NW1828] To annul; to make void; to render invalid;
open face - (B8 - 2 Corinthians 3:18) - [EBC] unveiled or uncovered face; [TNTC] having a
real vision
perfect - (GT - Deuteronomy 18:13) - [NW1828] Complete in moral excellencies. (spiritually
mature); Finished; complete;
propensities - (S26 - SH 405:5) - [OLQD] a disposition to behave in a certain way; a natural
inclination; an inclination to do something
psaltery - (B10 - Daniel 3:10) - [OLQD] an ancient stringed instrument similar to the lyre or
zither but having a trapezoidal sounding board under the strings
reflex image - (S24 - SH 259:16) - [D.com] an image produced by reflection.
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sackbut - (B10 - Daniel 3:10) - [NW1828] A wind instrument of music; a kind of trumpet
self-immolation - (S31 - SH 99:23) - [IP] voluntary sacrifice or denial of oneself, as for an
ideal or another person.
shadow of turning - (RR - James 1:17) - [God's Word translation] The Father doesn't change
like the shifting shadows produced by the sun and the moon.
singed - (B10 - Daniel 3:27) - [NW1828] Burnt superficially.
standard - (B1 - Isaiah 62:10) - [NW1828] A flag [often in reference to military battles]
standard - (S1 - SH 470:18) - [Wordsmyth] something that is considered to be a model for
measurement or comparison or serve as an accepted authority.
stratum - (S14 - SH 477:15) - [OLQD] one of several parallel layers of material arranged one
on top of another; an abstract place usually conceived as having depth
subordinate - (S11 - SH 516:6) - (verb) [NW1828] To place in order or rank below something
else; to make or consider as of less value or importance; as, to subordinate one creature to
another; to subordinate temporal to spiritual things.
superfluity - (RR - James 1:21) - [NW1828] Something that is beyond what is wanted;
something rendered unnecessary by its abundance.
threescore cubits - (B10 - Daniel 3:1) - [NW1828] Thrice twenty; sixty; cubit = [D.com] An
ancient unit of linear measure, originally equal to the length of the forearm from the tip of the
middle finger to the elbow, or about 17 to 22 inches (43 to 56 centimeters).
unimpeachable - (S22 - SH 414:29) - [NW1828] 1. That cannot be impeached; that cannot
be accused; free from stain, guilt or fault; as an unimpeachable reputation. 2. That cannot be
called in question; as an unimpeachable claim or testimony.
verity - (S22 - SH 414:26) - [NW1828] Truth;
vesture - (S23 - SH 242:27) - [NW1828] A garment; a robe.
visage - (B10 - Daniel 3:19) - [NW1828] The face; the countenance or look of a person, or of
other animal; chiefly applied to human beings;
wrath - (RR - James 1:19) - [NW1828] Violent anger; vehement exasperation; indignation
wretched - (B17 - Romans 7:24) - [NW1828] Very miserable; sunk into deep affliction or
distress, either from want, anxiety or grief.
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